Aviation induced diurnal North Atlantic cirrus cover cycle
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[1] Aviation induced cirrus (AIC) cover is identified from mean diurnal cycles of cirrus cover and air traffic density in the North Atlantic flight corridor. Traffic data for this region show an aviation “fingerprint” with two maxima during morning eastbound and afternoon westbound traffic. The same aviation fingerprint is found in cirrus cover. Cycle differences between west and east domain parts allow separating between aviation and natural diurnal changes. Cirrus cover is derived from 8 years of Meteosat infrared data. Linear contrail cover is estimated from the same data. Background cirrus without aviation impact is estimated from cirrus observations over the South Atlantic and from numerical weather prediction forecast. The cirrus cover cycle is well approximated by linear response to traffic density with fitted delay times of 2.3–4.1 h, implying AIC cover of 1–2%, more than expected from recent models.


1. Introduction

[2] Aircraft induce aerosol and contrails which cause aviation induced cirrus (AIC) composed of linear contrails, contrail cirrus, and possibly large-scale cirrus changes [Fahey et al., 1999; Lee et al., 2010]. AIC contributions were estimated from long-term trends of cirrus cover in regions of high and low air traffic density [e.g., Stordal et al., 2005], however, with uncertainty in attribution of the observed changes to aviation as single cause. Because of this uncertainty, cirrus changes by aviation are treated with lower confidence than linear contrails in climate assessments [Forster et al., 2007]. Models have been developed to simulate linear contrail cover [e.g., Frömming et al., 2011], contrail cirrus [e.g., Burkhardt and Kärcher, 2011], and cirrus changes from aviation induced aerosols (soot etc.) [Penner et al., 2009; Hendricks et al., 2011]. The AIC computed can only indirectly be compared with observations because no AIC cover observations exist so far. AIC cirrus is difficult to detect in principle, and has uncertain lifetimes. Linear contrails can be detected in satellite data and have been followed for up to a day before they dissipate or mix with other contrails or cirrus [Mannstein et al., 1999; Haywood et al., 2009].

[1] Here we identify AIC over the North Atlantic by making use of a special diurnal traffic pattern, also found in cirrus cycles. The analysis uses cirrus cover (CC) as derived from satellite data [Krebs et al., 2007; Ewald et al., 2012] for the period 02/2004–01/2012. In addition we show linear contrail cover (LiCC) results. The magnitude of regional AIC cover contribution and its delay times are estimated using linear response models.

2. Methods and Data

[4] The North Atlantic region (NAR) at 45°W–10°W, 45°N–55°N includes a large part of the North Atlantic flight corridor, and is viewed by Meteosat (satellite zenith angles 53°–76°), see Figure 1. The region spans over 2500 × 1000 km². For comparison we consider the South Atlantic region (SAR) at 45°W–10°W, 45°S–55°S with very little air traffic. We also consider the western (W) and eastern (E) half parts of these regions.

[5] Air traffic density (ATD) data, defining flight distances per time and area were provided for the region shown in Figure 1 by the European Organization for the Safety of Air Navigation (EUROCONTROL), with 15 min time resolution and 0.25° spatial resolution, as derived from six weeks of traffic data representative for the mean ATD cycle in NAR (see auxiliary material).

[6] CC is derived from data of SEVIRI (Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager) on the geostationary Meteosat-8/9 satellites [Schmetz et al., 2002] since February 2004/December 2007. For day and night cirrus detection we use the Meteosat cirrus detection algorithm MeCiDA [Krebs et al., 2007] in its improved version MeCiDA2 [Ewald et al., 2012]. MeCiDA2 combines morphological and multi-spectral threshold tests and detects ice clouds making use of 7 infrared (IR) channels at 6.2, 7.3, 8.7, 9.7, 10.8, 12.0, and 13.4 μm. The detection efficiency exceeds 50% for cirrus optical depth (550 nm) above about 0.1–0.25 [Krebs et al., 2007]. MeCiDA2 provides a binary cirrus mask (0 or 1) at the Meteosat resolution of about 5 km every 15 min, see Figure 1 (middle). Temporal gaps (1.6% of all time steps, e.g., due to missing data) are linearly interpolated in time.

[7] The initially linear shape of contrails is used by the contrail detection algorithm (CDA) [Mannstein et al., 1999] to derive the LiCC from IR brightness temperature data at the same resolution as MeCiDA2. The algorithm has been used before to derive LiCC from polar orbiting multi-channel images [e.g., Palikonda et al., 2005]. The algorithm is applicable to Meteosat data, though with lower detection efficiency (10%) and higher false alarm rate (1.2%), because of the lower spatial resolution of SEVIRI compared to polar satellite sensors [Mannstein et al., 2010].

[8] As one approximation for cirrus without aviation we consider medium-range numerical weather prediction of high cloud cover (HCC) by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). Aviation effects are

1Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/2012GL052590.
not included in this model but may impact initial values. Hence, after some time the initial disturbances decay, and any remaining diurnal cycles in HCC forecast reflect natural variability. Here we analyze the diurnal cycle of HCC for the year 2011. ECMWF provides forecasts every 3 h up to 144 h with 0.25° horizontal resolution. To reduce spin-up effects, we use data from the medium-range forecast period 96–144 h (4–6 d), average over forecasts from 00 UTC and 12 UTC analyses, and subtract small remaining linear HCC trends, see Figure 2.

[9] Area mean cover $c(t_i, d, y)$ is computed for NAR and SAR and their subregions W and E by averaging over all pixels, weighted with pixel sizes, for years $y=1, \ldots, Y=8$, days $d=1, \ldots, D=364$, and universal day times $t_i = (i-1) \cdot \Delta t$, $\Delta t=15$ min, $i=1, 2, \ldots, I=96$ from the 2912 days between 1 February 2004 and 21 January 2012. This allows for 8 equal-sized subsamples or smaller samples taking every second or fourth day. In total, the data set includes 279552 time steps derived from 118329 spatial pixels for each NAR/SAR Meteosat scene.

[10] For each year $y$ (or subsample), we compute mean diurnal cycles $C(t_i, y) = \langle c(t_i, d, y) \rangle_{d} - \langle \langle c(t_i, d, y) \rangle_{d} \rangle_{t_i, d, y}$. Here, angular brackets with index define the mean value with respect to the indexed variable. The subtraction of the term in brackets […] leaves the shape of the diurnal cycle unchanged but eliminates interannual variability. For illustration see the auxiliary material. The results $C(t_i, y)$ are shown in Figure 3 (top).

[11] A linear response model is used to estimate timescale and cover of AIC. A simple model $C_m(t)$ is matched to the data to separate natural cirrus and AIC. The model assumes $C_m(t)$ to be the sum of non-aviation cirrus diurnal cycle $B(t)$ and AIC cover contribution $C_A(t)$. The non-aviation part is split into a constant mean background and its diurnal deviation, $B(t) = B + b(t)$. The AIC contribution is assumed to be proportional to air traffic density $a(t)$ in the past...
Table 1. Fit Results for CC and LiCC for Various Background $b(t_i)$ (Equation (3)), and Response Functions $r_i$, $i = 1, 2, 3$ (Equation (2)), Response Time $\tau$ and Its Standard Deviation $\sigma(\tau)$ in h, AIC (Equation (1)) and Its Standard Deviation $\sigma(AIC)$ in Area Percentage, Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient $\rho$, and the rms Error $\chi$ in Area Percentage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>$b(t_i)$</th>
<th>$\tau \pm \sigma(\tau)$</th>
<th>AIC $\pm \sigma(AIC)$</th>
<th>$\rho$</th>
<th>$\chi$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.79 ± 0.24</td>
<td>0.910 ± 0.208</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.88 ± 0.20</td>
<td>1.119 ± 0.264</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>0.256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.33 ± 0.98</td>
<td>1.407 ± 0.332</td>
<td>0.873</td>
<td>0.292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAR</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.31 ± 0.46</td>
<td>0.783 ± 0.350</td>
<td>0.871</td>
<td>0.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAR</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.77 ± 1.05</td>
<td>1.027 ± 0.548</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>0.289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAR</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.62 ± 1.43</td>
<td>1.543 ± 0.888</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCC</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.80 ± 0.26</td>
<td>0.921 ± 0.390</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td>0.364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.16 ± 0.40</td>
<td>1.222 ± 0.556</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td>0.301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCC</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.08 ± 0.83</td>
<td>1.846 ± 0.845</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>0.223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiCC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.42 ± 0.42</td>
<td>0.099 ± 0.045</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.55 ± 0.50</td>
<td>0.108 ± 0.053</td>
<td>0.791</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.39 ± 1.72</td>
<td>0.146 ± 0.079</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

according to a response function $r(t_i)$ with adjustable amplitude $A$ and time scale $\tau$,

$$C_m(t_i) = B + b(t_i) + C_A(t_i), \quad \text{with} \quad C_A(t_i) = A \int_{-\infty}^{t_i} \sigma(t) r(t - t_i) dt.$$  

(1)

We use either of the following response functions $r$,

$$r_1(t) = \delta(t - \tau),$$  

$$r_2(t) = \left(\frac{32}{(\pi^2 \tau^2)}\right)(t/\tau)^2 \exp\left(-4t/(\pi \tau)^2\right),$$  

$$r_3(t) = (4t/\tau^2) \exp\left(-2t/\tau\right).$$  

(2)

The functions define the cover response to a $\delta$-pulse traffic forcing. They are specified such that $\int_0^\infty r(t) dt = 1$, and $r(t)$ is the mean delay time represented by $r(t)$. The spectrum of timescales is measured by variances $v^2 = \int_0^\infty (t - \tau)^2 r(t) dt$, $v^2/\sigma^2 = 0, 0.178, 0.5$ for the three response functions, respectively. The delta function represents just one time scale. An increase with $t$ at small times, as in $r_2$ and $r_3$, is expected because young contrails are narrow and it takes some time until they become visible in Meteosat pixels [Mammein and Schumann, 2005].

For the deviation $b(t_i)$ of the non-aviation CC from its mean value, we assume either of three alternatives:

$$b(t_i) = 0, b(t_i) = (C_{SAR}(t_i, y))_y, b(t_i) = C_{HCC}(t_i).$$  

(3)

The 1st alternative assumes a constant mean cycle of non-aviation cirrus. The 2nd assumes the non-aviation deviation part in the NAR to be as observed in the SAR. The 3rd assumes that it equals the HCC forecast for the NAR. The three fit parameters $B$, $A$, and $\tau$ are determined by minimizing the root-mean square (rms) error $\chi$, $\chi(y) = \langle (C(t_i, y) - C_m(t_i))^2 \rangle_i$. We report fit results for $C(t_i, y)$ being either CC or LiCC in either the total NAR or the E or W half-domains. For the LiCC case, a constant false alarm rate is assumed ($b(t_i) = 0$). For assessing both, the fit results and their interannual variability, the fit is computed separately for each of the (annual) samples giving $Y$ different fit results $B(y), A(y), \tau(y)$. These values allow for computation of the day mean AIC cover ($C_A(t_i, y)$) and mean values of $\tau(y)$, their standard deviations $\sigma$ and the Pearson’s correlation coefficients $\rho$ between $C(t_i, y)$ and $C_m(t_i)$, see Table 1.

3. Results

3.1. Satellite Observed Cirrus Cover Distribution

[13] MeCIDA2 cirrus cover scenes show AIC formation in the NAR. This is obvious in particular in animations of high spatial resolution scenes every 15 min, see auxiliary material. Figure 1 (middle) shows two representative examples. One finds increases in CC shortly after passage of traffic in regions with high ATD. Most obvious are linear contrails indicating contrails, partially forming in cloudfree regions. These clouds are typically several km wide and sometimes hundreds of km long. The animations show clusters of contrails forming after traffic passage in suitable meteorological conditions which occur about every 3rd day, often several days. The clusters have lifetimes of order hours.

[14] However, this paper does not intend to identify AIC only from cloud structures. In fact, by far not all AIC clouds are visible as linear contrails. Some AIC just fill cloud gaps or extend cloudiness at the edges of preexisting cirrus. Such changes cannot be identified as AIC by an observer without additional means.

3.2. Air Traffic Density Diurnal Cycle

[15] As shown in Figure 3 (top), the diurnal cycle of air traffic in the NAR follows a special pattern: The majority of the eastbound traffic leaves North America in the evening and arrives in Europe in the morning (local time). The majority of the westbound traffic leaves Europe in the late morning arriving in North America in the afternoon. Consequently, the mean diurnal cycle of ATD has a distinctive pattern characterized by two traffic peaks in NAR – the eastbound centered at 03:45 UTC and the westbound centered at 13:00 UTC. The maximum (minimum) ATD averaged over the whole North Atlantic region, 0.05 (0.0037) km⁻¹ h⁻¹ occurring at 03:45 (22:45) UTC is 2.3 times larger (5.5 times smaller) than the 24 h mean ATD of 0.021 km⁻¹ h⁻¹. The morning and afternoon parts of the ATD cycle differ in that the eastbound morning traffic occurs in a rather narrow time period and often follows the great circle routes through the NAR, while the westbound traffic spreads over a larger time period and often deviates further north to avoid strong headwinds. ATD in the western and eastern parts exhibit significantly different cycle patterns: In the morning, eastbound traffic peaks first in the W and about 1–1.5 h later in the E because of 1250 km separation and about 900 km h⁻¹ aircraft speed with tail winds. In the afternoon, the sequence is the opposite: traffic peaks around 11:30 UTC first in E and, because of head winds, about 1.5–2 h later in W (see Animation S1 and Table S2).

3.3. Linear Clouds and Cirrus Cover Diurnal Cycles

[16] The diurnal cycle of NAR CC (see Figure 3, top) exhibits various characteristic features similar to those of ATD. CC has two maxima, the first occurring at 06:28 UTC ± 00:16 and a second about 11 h later at 17:45 UTC ± 00:24, and two
minima at 12:10 UTC ± 00:15 and 0:08 UTC ± 00:20. The two cirrus peaks appear to be related to the rush hours of air traffic. The CC follows the ATD signal with about 3–5 h delay, a reasonable time for forming and decaying detectable contrail cirrus. As for ATD, the cirrus cycle peaks are further separated in time in W and closer together in E. As westbound flights first arrive in W and eastbound flights first arrive in E, the cirrus cycles are fully consistent with the ATD fingerprint. The pattern on NAR is significantly different from the pattern in SAR. This fingerprint is conserved in cover differences NAR-SAR of MeCiDA2 results (see auxiliary material) and in differences of MeCiDA2-NAR cover and ECMWF-NAR HCC.

3.4. Aviation Induced Cloud Changes From Model Fits

Fits were computed for the various response models and background assumptions defined above for each individual year. The fit mean values and their standard deviations are given in Table 1. The computed AIC percentage cover is positive. The fit results are more sensitive to the selected response functions than to the different non-aviation deviations \( b(t) \) (equation (3)). The responses show reasonable correlation coefficients >0.8, approximation errors of about 0.3 for percentage cover and 0.5 h for the timescales, comparable to the standard deviations characterizing interannual variability, for all parameter combinations. The timescales are within 2.3–4.1 h for AIC and 1.4–2.4 h for LiCC. The LiCC cover is estimated between 0.1–0.15% cover. Larger timescales and larger cover for AIC than LiCC were to be expected. The AIC cover in NAR amounts to 0.9–1.9%. Smallest AIC is computed for narrow response (Dirac delta function). A significant AIC doublewave is computed only for timescales smaller than the 9.5 h separation between the two NAR traffic peaks. SAR background gives the smallest and ECMWF HCC forecast the largest AIC contribution. Constant background with response function \( r_3 \) give slightly smaller fit errors, higher correlations, and shows similar interannual and fit uncertainties. Figure 3 (bottom) illustrates the ATD and the LiCC and AIC responses, with increasing delay times.

4. Discussions

The observed CC and the delayed response to ATD do not correlate perfectly (Figure 3, bottom). The observed CC amounts are about equal in the morning and afternoon while the mean morning ATD signal is larger than in the afternoon. The observed CC peaks 5 h after the ATD peak in the afternoon but 3 h later in the morning. The observed LiCC first increases with ATD but suddenly decreases when ATD peaks. Perfect correlations were not to be expected because the response model does not account for contrail advection, nonlinear contrail response to ATD, diurnal variations in meteorology, saturation in LiCC detection, etc.

Also, MeCiDA2 might cause some of the differences. MeCiDA2 uses six individual cirrus tests of different SEVIRI channel combinations. The diurnal CC cycle determined applying each test alone is consistent with the total MeCiDA2 result (not shown). Hence, diurnal-cycle artifacts from, e.g., the 9.7-μm ozone channel, are excluded. Averaging separately over data from Meteosat 8 and 9, with slightly different SEVIRI properties and satellite positions, or using MeCiDA results instead of MeCiDA2, does not change the results significantly. Selecting even and odd days separately for 16 instead of 8 annual samples gives the same means and similar standard deviations. For 32 samples, the standard deviations exceed the mean values.

The derived AIC cover of 1–2% in NAR is about 10 times larger than the detected LiCC (0.1–0.15%). A factor ten was estimated before over Europe [Mannstein and Schumann, 2005]. The high ratio may reflect the low CDA detection efficiency. The observed AIC cover in NAR is larger and has higher optical depth \( \tau_s \) (MeCiDA2 threshold \( \tau_s > 0.1 \)) than previously computed (0.5% for line-shaped contrails [Frömming et al., 2011], 1% for contrail cirrus [Burkhartd and Kärcher, 2011], both for NAR with \( \tau_s > 0.02 \)). Hence, our results imply a larger climate effect. The derived delay time is shorter than the lifetimes found in a recent model study [Niewinger and Burkhardt, 2012]. Though the lifetime is not the same as the delay time, longer timescales tend to smear out the double wave.

5. Conclusions

The observations and model results show that aviation induces observable changes in cirrus cover over the North Atlantic. The cirrus cover derived from day and night Meteosat data show on average for all 8 years, as well as for individual years, a specific pattern. The mean cycle is characterized by a double wave which follows the mean diurnal cycle of air traffic with a delay time of about 3–5 h. Constant background or background as observed in SAR or as modelled in medium range ECMWF forecasts for NAR give similar results. The observed NAR cirrus cycle correlates well with ATD, also separately in the west and east parts of the NAR, while the also existing cirrus double-waves in the South Atlantic are caused by the variation of solar radiation due to Earth rotation. The cirrus cycle amplitude is positive and larger than that of linear contrails derived from the same Meteosat data, and the LiCC signal peaks in time between the ATD and CC maxima.

The NAR cirrus patterns are well approximated by linear response functions with fitted delay times of 2.3–4.1 h, and AIC amounts to 1 to 2%, regardless of which of the three assumptions on cirrus without aviation is taken. These amplitudes are large enough to be significant in spite of large cirrus variability. Smallest AIC values correspond to the narrowest response function. The time spectrum represented by the response functions cannot be arbitrarily wide because the fits get smoothed for wide time spectra and no longer represent the two maxima in the observations. Hence, the given range of AIC values may embrace the true aviation contribution to the diurnal cycle.
[24] ALC contributions at timescales ≥1 d do not contribute to the diurnal cirrus cycle and hence cannot be detected at these time and space scales. Future studies may investigate whether the ATD signals become visible in longer cirrus cycles and larger domains. As the observational fingerprint is restricted to the NAR discussed in this paper, models are needed to extrapolate the regional results to the globe. The observations presented in this paper can be used for contrail cirrus model validation.
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